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Integrated Video Preparation and Delivery to Any Screen
INTRODUCTION
The insatiable appetite for high quality video from consumers
requires next-generation solutions for OTT providers. This
demand, coupled with “view anywhere” expectations puts
greater pressure on content providers to deliver the same high
quality experience across platforms, networks, and bandwidth
conditions.
Compression efficiency and high quality adaptive bitrate
streaming are critical. Origin servers, used to stage video content
and make it available for delivery to the consumer, need to deliver
scalable storage capacity and other features, interface capacity,
resistance to failures, and simplicity of integration.
To further enhance the value for operators across the head-end,
cloud, or edge, Media Excel and MediaMelon have integrated
these two capabilities into a single solution.

SIMPLIFYING VIDEO DELIVERY
The integration of MediaMelon SmartServe™ and SmartRoute™
technology and the Media Excel HERO family of transcoding
solutions provides outstanding scalability, flexibility and ease of
deployment. Operators can easily add channels and content for
live or on-demand viewing on various devices.
MediaMelon’s SmartServe origin cluster allows content to be
stored for a short time (live video channels) or for extended
periods (VoD) and supports advanced time-shifted TV features
like network DVR, catch-up TV, etc.
MediaMelon SmartRoute technology ensures that the video
packets take optimal routes within multiple CDNs or multiple
ISPs to deliver the best QoE. Routes can be configured based
on multiple factors like video performance, network congestion,
CDN cost, geo-location and multiple others factors.

SOLUTION BENEFITS
• Ideal for both live streaming and video-on-demand (VoD) applications.
• Scalable and flexible storage options with redundancy and
failover capabilities.
• On-net delivery capacity within ISPs, flexible CDN routing and
in-stream switching capabilities improve video delivery performance.
• Simple and fast deployment for quick time-to-market.
• Extremely scalable, flexible configurations reduce costs.
• Compatible with all streaming formats: HTTP Live Streaming
(HLS), MPEG-DASH, HTTP Smooth Streaming (HSS) and HTTP
Dynamic Streaming (HDS).

In addition, deployment of Media Excel encoders with
MediaMelon’s QUBIT video optimization technology further
improves performance and bandwidth efficiency. QUBIT
technology delivers 55% reduction in content quality variance,
while also reducing bitrate requirements by 30-45%. Using
this software-based solution, operators can deliver improved,
consistent video quality and save valuable bandwidth.

FLEXIBLE TRANSCODING

SCALABLE ORIGINATION & ROUTING

The MediaExcel HERO family of transcoding solutions is highly
flexible and scalable, and can process a single input into multiple outputs, each with completely different parameters. This
enables delivery of not only traditional multi-screen IPTV services but also the ability to output the multiple profiles that are
required for OTT and streaming services. HERO minimizes video
processing by simply repackaging one transcode into multiple
packages, increasing density and saving on processing costs.

SmartServe Origin scales to support the addition of more live
channels as well as storage for VoD assets in a fully redundant
cluster configuration. Customers can install SmartServe Origin software onto existing commodity hardware or purchase it
pre-bundled and configured from MediaMelon.

Media Excel defines the multi-screen transcoding standard for
video delivery across head-end, cloud and edge distribution
networks. Media Excel’s HERO product line is a software-based
live and VoD encoding/transcoding solution for contribution
and distribution of adaptive multi-screen video. HERO natively
supports all major adaptive delivery technologies, as well as
conditional access and ad-insertion workflows.
HERO is the only multi-screen software on the market that is
available on multiple platforms providing the ultimate flexibility:
standard x86 servers, virtual software running on the operator’s
existing servers or even on commercial cloud services.  
Furthermore, HERO HEVC Encoder/Decoder products provide
real-time HEVC compression up to UHD/4K60p.

A distributed set of high-performance servers can store content
within various networks, and can work well in a multi-CDN and
on-net CDN environment. It is a truly distributed cluster that can
disperse content segments across various servers, and that can
be assembled rapidly, so as to provide full-redundancy without
sacrificing speed of access.
MediaMelon smart streaming solutions optimize Internet video
quality and resource utilization, enabling content and service
providers to dramatically improve performance, increase revenues and enhance quality of experience.
MediaMelon solutions include patented video quality enhancement technology, intelligent content routing and analytics that
create a global software fabric for efficient video streaming.

Founded in early 2000, the company continuously innovates
services and offerings for large-scale operators worldwide,
including AT&T, Verizon, Telus, RTL, Orange, NFL, NBA, MTV,
Vevo, Orange, Korea Telecom, Level3, QuickPlay Media,
MobiTV and more. Media Excel is headquartered in Austin, TX
with offices in Seoul, Silicon Valley and New York.
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